
How to use the slides and the speaking notes:

1. Make sure to talk about all of the points on each slide.  

2. Many of the slides are self explanatory so not all slides will have speaking notes.

3. The speaking notes include additional information to assist with your presentation such 
as:

• How to interpret the data on the slide

• Sources of data or results

• Background information

4. Continuing care and long term care are used interchangeably in this presentation.
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Interpretation of the data in the table:

This table compares resistance to ciprofloxacin in E. coli from urine specimens collected in 
the community, in acute care and in long term care in Calgary and in Edmonton in 2013.

Resistance to cipro in Calgary:

• 12% in the community

• 22 to 33% in acute care (depending on the hospital)

• 54% in long term care.

Resistance to cipro in Edmonton:

• 20% in the community

• 24% in acute care

• 60% in long term care• 60% in long term care.

In practical terms this means that cipro would be expected to fail more than half the time 
for UTIs in long term care in Calgary and 6 out of 10 times in Edmonton.
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Source of information:

Chart reviews in two continuing care centres in Edmonton between 2006 and 2010.

Use of antibiotics compared with published clinical practice guidelines for respiratory tract 
infections and urinary tract infections.

Top three reasons why antibiotics were not used appropriately:

1. Incomplete clinical examination or incomplete documentation of clinical findings

2. Lack of appropriate clinical test results

3. Antibiotic not administered as ordered
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Background information:

The situation today is different from practice 10 - 12 years ago when most residents were 
examined by a physician prior to ordering an antibiotic.

Over the last decade nursing scope of practice has expanded, particularly for Licensed 
Practical Nurses. LPNs may not have received training about current best practice for 
assessment and management of respiratory and urinary tract infections for residents in 
long term care.long term care.

The Antimicrobial Stewardship checklists were developed to help to bridge this gap.
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About this slide:

Continuing care nurses may be familiar with the UTI in LTC Clinical Care Pathway published 
by TOP in 2010 (shown upper left).  TOP (Towards Optimized Practice) is the arm of the 
Alberta Medical Association that develops Clinical Practice Guidelines.

This checklist was the starting point for the new UTI checklist.

New checklist allows for more complete documentation of clinical findings and is intended 
t id i t t h t li i l t d t f ilit t i tito guide a consistent approach to clinical assessment and to facilitate communication 
between continuing care centre nurses and the prescriber.

New checklist is aligned with the revised TOP CPG for UTI in LTCF, published January 2015.
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Instructions for the audience:

Ask the audience to get out their Urinary Tract Infections in LTC Checklist and follow along.
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Additional information:

Prescribing antibiotics for asymptomatic bacteriuria is the most common reason why 
antibiotics are inappropriately used in long term care.  

Significant cause of antibiotic resistance in long term care centres in North America.

(Pronunciation guide:  bak teer ee YEUR  ee ah)
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Information for the presenter:

Slides with the black headers are the same as the boxes on the checklist.

Ask the audience to follow along as you review the information on this and the next slide.
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Additional information:

Diagnosis of UTI in catheterized residents in LTC is a diagnosis of exclusion.  If the resident 
has non-specific symptoms, such as increased confusion, agitation or falls, look for other 
causes for the change in behavior and discuss with the physician.  

The UTI checklist should not be initiated for catheterized residents unless 1) there is no 
other identifiable cause of infection and 2) at least one typical symptom is present.
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In the past, non-specific symptoms alone were often thought to signal a UTI and the need 
for antibiotics.  Using antibiotics to treat non-specific symptoms contributes significantly to 
antibiotic resistance and unnecessarily exposes residents to the short and long term risks 
associated with antibiotic use.  More about risks associated with antibiotic use on slide 34.
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Additional information:

Non-specific symptoms in the absence of clinical signs of infection should be discussed with 
the physician.
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Additional information:

Indicating the method of specimen collection will allow laboratory staff to exclude 
contamination if the specimen has three or more organisms.

Drug allergies and recent or current antibiotic use will guide sensitivity testing.
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Background / optional information:

Most laboratories in Alberta are currently (or will be) reporting culture and sensitivity 
results for urine specimens with bacterial counts ≥106 cfu/L (greater than or equal to 106

colony forming units per liter).  This is a change in laboratory testing policy.  In the past only 
specimens with bacterial counts ≥108 cfu/L were tested for sensitivity.

This change was initiated because residents with UTI may have bacterial counts as low as 
106 cfu/L due to increased fluid intake (dilutes the urine) or frequent voiding (doesn’t allow10 cfu/L due to increased fluid intake (dilutes the urine) or frequent voiding (doesn t allow 
enough time for bacterial counts to build up).

Take home message:

The role of C&S is to guide selection of antibiotic therapy, not to confirm a diagnosis of UTI.
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Take home message:
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If antibiotics were started before C&S results are available, check to ensure that the 
organism(s) identified is (are) susceptible to the antibiotic being administered.

If organism(s) is (are) not susceptible or if the C&S results indicate no infection, STOP the 
antibiotic.  This can be a point of confusion as patients receiving antibiotics are always 
instructed to take all of their antibiotic prescription even if they are feeling better.  
However, those instructions apply to instances when the antibiotic has been prescribedHowever, those instructions apply to instances when the antibiotic has been prescribed 
appropriately.  If the antibiotic is not appropriate or not needed, then it should be stopped.  
Continuing with inappropriate or unneeded antibiotics contributes to avoidable increases 
in rates of antibiotic resistance and unnecessarily exposes the resident to the short and 
long term risks associated with antibiotic use.
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